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ABSTRACT
Financial time series analysis plays a central role in optimizing in-

vestment decision and hedging market risks. This is a challenging

task as the problems are always accompanied by dual-level (i.e,

data-level and task-level) heterogeneity. For instance, in stock price

forecasting, a successful portfolio with bounded risks usually con-

sists of a large number of stocks from diverse domains (e.g, utility,

information technology, healthcare, etc.), and forecasting stocks in

each domain can be treated as one task; within a portfolio, each

stock is characterized by temporal data collected from multiple

modalities (e.g, finance, weather, and news), which corresponds

to the data-level heterogeneity. Furthermore, the finance industry

follows highly regulated processes, which require prediction mod-

els to be interpretable, and the output results to meet compliance.

Therefore, a natural research question is how to build a model that

can achieve satisfactory performance on such multi-modality multi-

task learning problems, while being able to provide comprehensive

explanations for the end users.

To answer this question, in this paper, we propose a generic time

series forecasting framework named Dandelion, which leverages

the consistency of multiple modalities and explores the relatedness

of multiple tasks using a deep neural network. In addition, to en-

sure the interpretability of the framework, we integrate a novel

trinity attention mechanism, which allows the end users to inves-

tigate the variable importance over three dimensions (i.e, tasks,

modality and time). Extensive empirical results demonstrate that

Dandelion achieves superior performance for financial market pre-

diction across 396 stocks from 4 different domains over the past

15 years. In particular, two interesting case studies show the effi-

cacy of Dandelion in terms of its profitability performance, and the

interpretability of output results to end users.
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1 INTRODUCTION
In the financial domain, the aspiration of any investor is to accu-

rately forecast asset value and market behavior with the goal of

making the smartest investment decisions. This is a challenging

problem as financial systems are usually volatile and influenced by

many factors. With the recent big data trend, when traditional data

sources, such as quarterly results, earnings calls, and price, being

more widely explored, other alternative factors such as satellite im-

agery and weather provide an edge that investors search for to stay

ahead of the pack. For instance, analysts and trading profession-

als across financial services start leveraging data from satellites to

predict Black Friday sales traffic and holiday season results before

they are publicly released [8]; one famous study [11] found that

relatively cloudier days increase perceived overpricing in individual

stocks, and subsequently lead to more selling by institutions.

However, early research on financial forecasting focuses on ex-

tracting valuable signals from the alternative data sources (e.g,

news [12, 44], social media [18], and Google Trends [39]), while

failing to fully leverage the dual-level (i.e, data-level and task-level)

heterogeneity. To be specific, the data-level heterogeneity origi-

nates from two hierarchies, i.e., the multiple modalities (e.g, finance,

weather, and news) on the top and the multiple variables within

the same modality at the bottom (e.g, temperature, wind speed, and

precipitation within weather). On the other hand, investors usu-

ally need to analyze a large number of assets to form a diversified

portfolio and mitigate risks. These assets are usually selected from

different domains based on industry (e.g, utility, technology and

healthcare), and forecasting stocks in each domain can be treated as

one task. Thus, this presents the task-level heterogeneity. In Fig. 1,

we present an illustrative example of the multi-modalitymulti-task

time series data from S&P 500 index. Furthermore, financial ser-

vices industry requires interpretable models and results to meet

compliance and build trust [23]. Despite the tremendous success

of deep learning, the finance industry has to rely on traditional

decision trees and regression models, that are less effective but

much more interpretable to the end users.

Therefore, we have identified the following challenges associ-

ated with financial forecasting. First (C.1 Data Heterogeneity): how

* Part of the work is done as an IBM Research Intern.
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Figure 1: An illustrative example of the multi-modality
multi-task time series data from S&P 500 index.

can we model time series that exhibit data heterogeneity? Second

(C.2 Task Heterogeneity), how can we leverage the potentially noisy

input data from various domains to construct models with a satisfac-

tory performance? Third (C.3 Interpretability), how do we interpret

the output results to the analysts by providing the relevant clues

(e.g, the task-specific relevant modalities/variables, the relevant

historical time stamps for the future predictions)?

To address these challenges, in this paper, we propose a neu-

ral attention network based time series forecasting system named

Dandelion, which is capable to (i) model multi-modality data, (ii)

automatically explore the hierarchical structure regarding task het-

erogeneity, and (iii) explain the forecasting results to end users. Our

proposed Dandelion is designed to jointly model the data hetero-

geneity (C.1) and the task heterogeneity (C.2) in a principled way.

Moreover, to ensure the interpretability of forecasting results to

the end users, our Dandelion framework integrates a novel trinity

attention mechanism (C.3) that provides the flexibility for the end

users to investigate the importance ratio of the observed data in

three dimensions, i.e, tasks, modality variables, time stamps.

The main contributions of this paper are summarized below:

• Problem.We formalize the problem ofmulti-modalitymulti-

task time series forecasting and identify their unique chal-

lenges arising from real financial service applications.

• Model.Wepropose a generic neural attention network named

Dandelion, which is able to jointly leverage the consistency

of multi-modality time series and explore the relatedness of

multiple tasks. Furthermore, to ensure the interpretability of

the output results, we have designed a novel trinity attention

mechanism within Dandelion, which allows the analysts to

investigate the variable importance over three dimensions

(i.e, tasks, modality, and time).

• Evaluations. Extensive experimental results on 396 real

stocks across 14 years demonstrate the performance of the

proposed Dandelion model. Furthermore, we provide two

interesting case studies to show the efficacy of Dandelion in

terms of the profitability performance and the interpretation

of output results to end users in real scenarios.

The rest of our paper is organized as follows. The related work

is briefly reviewed in Section 2, followed by the notation and prob-

lem definition in Section 3. In Section 4, we formally present our

proposed framework Dandelion. Experimental results are discussed

in Section 5, before we conclude the paper in Section 6.

2 RELATEDWORK
In this section, we briefly review the related work regarding multi-

view learning, multi-task deep neural networks and interpretable

learning in finance.

2.1 Financial Time Series Analysis
Financial time series analysis plays a central role in optimizing in-

vestment decision and hedging market risks. Example financial time

series analysis includes forecasting stock price, market movement

direction and volatility and quarter revenue for a company. Tradi-

tionally, statistical methods, such as autoregressive model, moving

average model, and their combinations, are widely used. With the

development of machine learning techniques in the past decades, ar-

tificial neural networks [10, 22], support vector regression [16, 46],

deep belief network with restricted Boltzmann machines [26] and

LSTM [1] have been applied to forecast future stock prices and

price movement direction using historical price data. With the ad-

vent of big data era, mining granular signals from alternative data

sources, such as news [12, 44] , social media interactions [18], and

Google trends [39], to enhance financial time series analysis has

gained attention from both the financial industry [8, 47] and the

data science community. However, the vast majority (if not all) of

existing literature focus on verifying the effectiveness of including

one particular category of alternative data to analyze financial time

series of interest. There lacks generalized methods to simultane-

ously synchronize the alternative data from different sources to

financial time series due to the challenges of data heterogeneity.

2.2 Multi-View Learning
Multi-view learning aims to extract useful information from multi-

ple sources, by exploiting either the consensus principle or the com-

plementary principle to improve the learning performance. Over

the decades, many technology and algorithms have been developed

to address problems from various domains, such as video surveil-

lance [2], rare category analysis [55], crowd sourcing [57, 58] and so-

cial computing [38]. In general, the multi-view learning algorithms

can be summarized into three folds: (1) co-training, (2) multiple

kernel learning and (3) subspace learning. Notably, co-training [3]

is one of the earliest schemes for multi-view learning, which trains

alternately to maximize the mutual agreement on two distinct views

of the unlabeled data. Co-training based methods have been studied

in various contexts, such as active learning [36, 37], label propa-

gation [48], clustering [29], etc. The second category is multiple

kernel learning, which exploits kernels that naturally correspond

to different views and combine kernels to improve learning perfor-

mance. For example, in [27], the authors propose a multiple kernel

algorithm by solving it as a semi-definite programming problem;

in [14], the authors propose a multi-task multi-view learning frame-

work, which can be reduced to standard supervised learning via
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RKHS. The last category is subspace learning. These types of meth-

ods aim to learning a shared latent subspace in order to exploit the

relationship among multiple views. [5] presents a multi-view clus-

tering algorithms, by using canoical correlation analysis (CCA) to

learn the consensus vectors from different views. Despite the exten-

sive works in muti-view learning, very limited prior art studies the

problem of forecasting in multi-view time series data. Recently, [59]

proposed a regression model for the multi-view multi-resolution

time series data, which estimates the target output by computing

the average predictions over all the modalities and all the available

resolutions. However, in addition to multiple views, the give ob-

servations (i.e, time series) may be collected from various domains

that naturally exhibit multiple tasks. To address this issue, in this

paper, we propose a domain adaptive multi-view neural attention

network Dandelion to jointly learn form the view heterogeneity

and the task heterogeneity.

2.3 Multi-Task Deep Neural Networks
A surge of research interest on multi-task deep neural networks

has been observed in many applications of machine learning, from

computer vision [51], nature language processing [34] to person

attribute classification [32] and network representation [49]. As

summarized in [42], in order to leverage the useful information

in multiple related tasks, the existing works are typically done

with the advantage of shared hidden layers [4] or shared soft pa-

rameters [50]. More recently, in [31], the authors proposed Deep

Relationship Network, which placed matrix priors on top of the

fully shared hidden layers to learn the relationship between tasks;

in [34], the authors introduced a cross-switch unit for the parame-

ter sharing based multi-task deep neural networks, which allowed

each task to leverage the relevant knowledge of the other tasks by

learning a linear combination of the previous layers. Different from

the existing hidden layer sharing based models or soft parameter

sharing based models, this paper proposes a domain adaptive neural

attention network, which is capable to simultaneously learn from

the neural attentions (i.e, soft parameters) and shared hidden layers.

Besides, we target the dual heterogeneity (i.e, multiple modalities

and multiple tasks) in the application of financial forecasting.

2.4 Interpretable Learning in Finance
Recent years have witnessed the tremendous effort devoted to de-

veloping interpretable learning techniques. Existing techniques can

generally be categorized into two different groups: designing inter-

pretable models and post-hoc interpretation, depending on the time

when the interpretability is obtained [35]. The goal of designing

interpretable models is to construct self-explainatory models which

incorporate interpretability directly into the structures of a model.

In contrast, the post-hoc one requires creating a second model to

provide explanations for an existing model. For example, LIME [40]

is one of the first work in this direction, which propose a modular

and extensible model to faithfully explain the predictions of any

model in an interpretable manner; in [24], the authors propose a

black-box explanation algorithm, by using influence function to

gradually trace the model prediction to the training data and then

identify the most responsible example for a given output; Grad-

CAM [45] provides a flexible approach for the users to discriminate

"strong networks" from the "weak networks"; in [30], the authors

developed a generic graph-attention mechanism to provide inter-

pretable inference over the time-evolving graphs. Although many

approaches has been proposed, vast majority of existing ones focus

on static data, classifiers and applications in computer vision and

natural language processing domains. Financial service industry is

a heavily regulated industry, where interpretable learning is a vital

concern both internally where trust must be built to use increas-

ingly sophisticated models and externally where decisions must

meet compliance. Financial service also presents unique challenges,

such as data heterogeneity, malicious fraud, temporal dynamics,

and user preferences to developing interpretable learning tech-

niques [53, 56, 59]. Up until now, this challenging application area

has not attracted much attention from the data mining community.

As far as we known, the limited work CLEAR-Trade [25] provides

visual interpretations of binary stock market prediction based on

attention from the last layer of the deep convolution network. In

this paper, we present a trinity attention mechanism that provides

the flexibility to end-users to investigate the variable importance

over three dimensions (i.e, tasks, modality and time) to enhance

the interpretation of prediction results.

3 PROBLEM DEFINITION

Table 1: List of Symbols

Symbol Definition and Description

X = {X1, . . . , Xn } input time series database

Y = {y1, . . . , yn } target signal

ˆY = {ŷ1, . . . , ŷn } prediction of target signal Y

n number observations (i.e, time series)

v number of modalityies

n(v ) number of variables within the v th
modality

T previous period of relevant time

T ′ future time stamps for prediction

G(·) time series forecasting model

B(·) time series forecasting baseline model

Table 1 summarizes the main symbols used in this paper. Through-

out this paper, we use lowercase letters to denote scalars (e.g, α ),
boldface lowercase letters to denote vectors (e.g,v), and boldface

uppercase letters to denote matrices (e.g,M). Suppose we are given

a time series data set X = {X1,X2, . . . ,Xn } that consists of n ob-

servations (e.g, stocks). For each observationXi , i = 1, 2, . . . ,n, the

data is collected frommmodalities, i.e.,Xi = {X
(1)
i ,X

(2)
i , . . . ,X

(m)
i };

within each modality, X (v)i , v = 1, . . . ,m, we have data from n(v)

variables X (v)i = {x (v)i,1 ,x
(v)
i,2 , . . . ,x

(v)
i,n(v )

}; and each variable x (v)i,f ,

f = 1, . . . ,n(v), is a temporal sequence in the previous relevant

time T , i.e, x (v)i,f = {x
(v)
i,f (1), . . . ,x

(v)
i,f (T )}.

Moreover, as the set of time series observations are coming

from multiple domains, the importance of variables/modalities may

vary dramatically across different domains. For example, in Fig. 1,

we present an illustrative example of financial forecasting for the

Stardard & Poor’s 500 index (S&P 500). In particular, the S&P 500

index is based on the largest companies from various domains, e.g,
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utility, information technology (IT) and healthcare, etc., listed on

the NYSE or NASDAQ; for each stock, the data may be available

from different modalities, such as finance, weather, news, web,

etc.; within each modality (e.g, finance), the different variables

correspond to historical quarterly revenue, consensus, stock price,

etc. Without loss of generality, we assume each observation Xi for

variable f from modality v at time stamp t has an independent

effect on the target signal ŷ
(v)
i,f (t) = G(x (v)i,f ), where G(·) is a time

series forecastingmodel. Our goal is to learn an accurate forecasting

model to produce future T ′ time stamp predictions

ŷi (τ ) =
T∑
t=1

m∑
v=1

n(v )∑
i=1

ŷ
(v)
i,f (t)

where τ = T + 1, . . . ,T +T ′. With the above notation, we formally

define our problem as follows:

Problem 1. Multi-Modality Multi-Task Time Series Fore-
casting
Input: (i) a multi-modality time series databse X = {X1, . . . ,Xn }

from time stamp 1 to time stampT , (ii) the target signalY = {y1, . . . ,yn }
from time stamp 1 to time stamp T .
Output: the prediction ˆY = {ŷ1, . . . , ŷn } from time stamp T + 1 to
time stamp T +T ′.

4 PROPOSED MODEL
In this section, we present our multi-modality multi-task financial

forecasting framework Dandelion, which jointly captures the corre-

lations of different variables within each modality, and learns the

hierarchical domain representations via a deep neural attention

network. In particular, we first show the overall learning para-

digm of Dandelion, and then discuss the details on modeling the

multi-modality multi-task time series data and the capability of

interpretation for end users. Finally, we discuss the details of the

optimization and implementation of our proposed algorithm.

4.1 A Generic Joint Learning Framework
Our central goal is to develop a generic framework that can model

the dual-level heterogeneity and achieve superior results with user-

friendly model interpretation. To this end, our framework should

take the following three aspects into consideration. First (C.1), due
to the multi-modality nature of the stock data, our proposed frame-

work should be capable of exploiting the relationships between

multiple modalities/variables. Second (C.2), there is a huge differ-
ence regarding the importance of modalities/variables across stocks

from different sectors (e.g, IT, utility, healthcare, agriculture). For

example, the modality of weather could play pivotal role in agri-

culture sector, but have little impact on the IT sector. Therefore, in

order to achieve accurate forecasting results, our framework should

have the capability to capture the high-level domain knowledge

of stocks and understand the underlying importance and logic of

modalities/variables across different domains. Third (C.3), in ad-

dition to the forecasting performance, we also aim to explain the

outputs from the proposed model to the end users regarding the

identified relevant domains, modalities/variables, and time stamps.

Fig. 2 provides an overview of the proposed Dandelion frame-

work. In the Round 1, we develop a neural attention network that

is adaptable to model multi-modality time series data, and able

to learn stock-specific attention vectors with respect to the rele-

vant time stamps and modalities/variables. Then, we propose an

automatic branching procedure for capturing the hierarchical struc-

tures of the stock domains. In particular, our Dandelion framework

gradually makes grouping decisions at each layer from down to

top, regarding with whom each task should share the neural atten-

tion vectors. This approach is significantly beneficial to hierarchi-

cally interpret such bi-level heterogeneous data (i.e, multi-modality,

multi-task). In other words, the model is able to not only interpret

at the level of modalities/variables (e.g, which variable is more im-

portant for healthcare stocks) but also illustrate the correlation and

the hierarchical structure of various domains (e.g, the cluster in

the granularity of stocks and sectors). Next, we dive into details

regarding how Dandelion works.

Multivariate forecasting neural network with soft atten-
tion. Given a set of multivariate time seriesX = {X1,X2, . . . ,Xn }

observed in the previousT time stamps, we propose to use a neural

network structure with soft attention [7, 41] for G(·) with respect

to the variable f of the ith observation Xi as follows

ŷ
(v)
i,f (τ ) = β

(v)
i,f (τ )h

(v)
i,f (τ )

where β
(v)
i,f (τ ) and h

(v)
i,f (τ ) denote the corresponding attention vec-

tor and a single hidden layer of dimension d .

h
(v)
i,f (τ ) = tanh(whx

(v)
i,f (τ ) + bh )

a
(v)
i,f (τ ) = tanh(wah

(v)
i,f (τ ) + ba )

β
(v)
i,f (τ ) =

a
(v)
i,f (τ )∑n

i=1
∑m
v=1

∑n(v )
f =1

∑T
t=1 a

(v)
i,f (t)

wherewh and bh refer to the weight and bias in the hidden layer;

wa and ba represent the weight and bias in the attention layer. Note

that the above single-layer structure can be naturally generalized

to deeper neural networks.

Intuitively, the attention vector β
(v)
i,f

can be interpreted as the

summary impact [7] on the variable f of the vth modality ith ob-

servation x
(v)
i,f

in the context of other observations. As each obser-

vation is considered to have an independent impact on the forecast

prediction, the soft attention mechanism aims to generate the com-

mon logic a human would follow. To be more specific, the attention

mechanism first computes a
(v)
i,f

that measures how important the

observation is; then, by incorporating the individual impact of each

observation, the neural attention network extracts a small subset

of observations that are most important and could be decisive to

the prediction. We have also considered a series of other neural

network mechanisms, such as recurrent neural network, to serve

as the base model. However, based on our empirical studies, there

is little gain in performance, but a large increase in the model and

computational complexity. In the highly regulated industries like

finance, we believe such increased computational efficiency is well

worth especially for the extensive end user analysis. In the follow-

ing section, we further design the cost function of the above neural

attention network to addressing the (C.1) data heterogeneity.
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Figure 2: An illustration of the proposed Dandelion framework. In Round 1, we construct a neural attention network with L

layers and derive the affinity matrix for the Lth layer by computing the cosine similarities over each pair of attention vectors.
At the beginning of Round 2, we first group the n stocks into cL clusters based on the affinity matrix. Then, we clone the
(L−1)th layer by directly copying the hidden weights of neural network for cL −1 time, and link the n observations to cL neural
networks in the (L − 1)th layer. In the following Rounds l = 3, . . . ,R, we keep compute the affinity matrix for grouping the
hidden units in the previous (l + 1)th layer, and then perform the split and widen procedure in the current l th layer. We repeat
this procedure until the layer could not be further divided or it has reached the top of the neural network.

Learning from multi-modality time series data. As illus-

trated in Fig. 1, the input time series naturally forms a 2-level

hierarchy, where the multiple modalities are on the top, and the

multiple variables are at the bottom. Without loss of generality, we

make the following basic assumptions: (1) the information from

different modalities is complementary [28], whereas the variables

within the same modality are redundant in forecasting the output

signal; (2) for a given observation Xi , only a relatively small subset

of variables are relevant to making the prediction at a certain time

stamp. For example, in predicting the actual price of IT compa-

nies (e.g, Apple inc.), different modalities (e.g, finance, weather,

news, etc.) provide redundant information for the output in differ-

ent aspects; among all the observed variables, the finance and news

variables are the most relevant ones. Based on these assumptions,

we propose to enforce the consensus of variables within the same

modality and the sparse attention over modalities/variables for the

sake of model robustness. In particular, our multi-modality neural

attention network is formulated as follows.

L(τ ) =LY (τ ) + Ls (τ ) + Lc (τ ) (1)

=

n∑
i=1
|yi (τ ) − ŷi (τ )|︸                ︷︷                ︸

LY : prediction loss

+γ
n∑
i=1

m∑
v=1

n(v )∑
f =1

T∑
t=1
|a
(v)
i,f (t)|︸                             ︷︷                             ︸

Ls : sparse attention regularizer

+η
n∑
i=1

m∑
v=1

n(v )∑
f =1

|z
(v)
i (τ ) − β

(v)
i,f (τ )|︸                                     ︷︷                                     ︸

Lc : consensus regularizer

where z
(v)
i is the consensus embedding, and γ ,η are hyper param-

eters to balance the impact of this term on the overall objective

function. To be more specific, for timestamp τ , the first term LY
measures the prediction error via mean squared error; the second

term Ls corresponds to the sparse regularizer, where an L1 norm

is adopted over the unnormalized attention vectors a
(v)
i,f

to select

key modalities/variables for each observation in the previous T
timestamps; the third term is the consensus regularizer, which en-

forces the consistency across variables within the same modality

by mapping all the normalized attention vectors β
(v)
i,f

to a con-

sensus embedding z
(v)
i for each modality v . To address (C.2) task

heterogeneity, we introduce a fully-adaptive hierarchical clustering

strategy for multi-task learning in the following section.

Fully-adaptive hierarchicalmulti-task learning. Intuitively,
different stocks from the same domain may share similar attention

vectors and thus exhibit similar patterns. For example, most health-

care stocks rely on the news from Food and Drug Administration.

This is because a positive report regarding a stock will boost the

price of this stock rapidly in a short time, while an accident report

will put the stock in jeopardy. Similarly, some stocks in consumer

discretionary sector (e.g, Walmart, McDonald etc.) might rely on

the variables of the weather. On the other hand, stocks from distinct

sectors may also share similar patterns. Similar to some stocks from

consumer discretionary sector, weather might also play an impor-

tant role in financial forecasting for some stocks from energy sector,

such as Cabot Oil & Gas, because the freezing weather during the

winter results in the increase the demand of the natural gas and

then might boost the price of these stocks.

Based on this observation, we exploit the relatedness of attention

vectors for different stocks or tasks by grouping similar stocks/tasks
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into the same cluster. Our training algorithm involves a procedure

to split and widen the layers of neural networks, as used in [32, 54].

For the sake of explanation, we call the layer that we want to split

and widen as the split layer. Suppose that we have L layers in

neural network in total, and we start the split and widen procedure

from layer L up to layer 1 (shown in Fig. 2). At first, we compute

and record the attention vector for each individual observation

Xi , i = 1, . . . ,n. Then, we derive the affinity matrix AL ∈ Rn×n

at layer L by computing the cosine similarities of each pair of the

weights of the neural attention network. We calculate the similarity

between the weight of the ith branchwi and the weight of the jth

branchwj as

A(i, j)l =
wi ·wj

∥wi ∥
wj

 (2)

where l = 1, . . . ,L, ∥·∥ represents the L2 norm.

After obtaining the similarity matrix, we determine the optimal

number of clusters we assign these tasks to, by minimizing the loss

function as follows:

Llc = Lsc + c
l (α)l (3)

where α ∈ (0, 1) is a positive parameter and Lsc is the total spectral

clustering loss [32]. The second part of this equation is a penalty

term, which constrains the number of clusters cl at the l th split layer.
Intuitively, the loss increases as we update the network structure

from the Lth layer to the 1
st
layer, thus the number of clusters is

decreasing from the down to the top in Fig. 2. At the beginning

of Round 2 in Fig. 2, the Lth layer becomes the split layer. We

decompose this unit layer into cL branches and back link to the

(L − 1)th layer. In general, the weight of each newly-created branch

at layer l is initialized by directly copying the weight from the

current split layer. In other words, we clone (c − 1)l branches at
layer l and re-link the neural network. Next, we re-train the updated
neural network for some iterations and follow the same procedure

to find the similarities of each pair of branches by computing the

cosine similarities of their weights. We repeat this procedure until

the branches cannot be divided or the split layer reaches the top

layer of the neural network.

End-user oriented interpretation via trinity attention. In
learning a forecasting model over multi-modality multi-task time

series data, the interpretability of the predictive model is critical for

end users to understand and evaluate the model outputs. However,

many existing time series forecasting models (e.g, autoregressive

integrated moving average [52], long short-term memory [15], the

gated recurrent unit [6], etc.) fall short of the interpretability for

multi-modality multi-task time series data (illustrated in Fig. 1).

To address this issue, we develop a comprehensive trinity atten-

tion mechanism, which learns the independent importance weight

over tasks (e.g, stock sectors), time and modalities/variables. In

particular, based on the aforementioned fully-adaptive multi-task

learning mechanism, the stocks automatically form R-level hierar-

chical clusters; each cluster C(l ) at the l th-level represents a set of
stocks that share the same or similar attention matrix β ∈ RT×F ,
where F =

∑m
v=1 n

(v)
denotes the total number of variables, and

each entry in β indicates the variable-wise temporal importance

for predicting the target signals Y . Moreover, in order to extract

distinguishable attention distribution for end users, we adopt the

Algorithm 1 Domain Adaptive Multi-Modality Attention Network

(Dandelion)
Input:

(1) Multi-modality time series X = {X1,X2, . . . ,Xn };

(2) History data of the target signal Y = {y1,y2, . . . ,yn };
(3) Forecasting baseline model B(·);
(4) Previous relevant time T ;
(5) Total number of training round R.

Output:
Predictions of target signal

ˆY = {ŷ1, ŷ2, . . . , ŷn } in the future

T ′ time stamps.

1: Pre-train the proposed neural attention network and compute

the independent attention vector βi for each observation Xi .

2: Let l = L, r = 1.

3: while Stopping criterion is not satisfied and r ≤ R do
4: Compute the affinity matrix Al

for l th layer in Eq. 2.

5: Determine the number of clusters by minimize Llc in Eq. 3.

6: Create branches in the l th layer and update the network

structures in the l th and (l − 1)th layers.

7: Update the hidden layers’ parameters by minimizing L(τ )
in Eq. 1.

8: Let l ←− l − 1, r ←− r + 1.
9: end while

summarization function proposed in [13] faдд : RA×B → RB to

independently quantify the temporal importance distribution and

the variable importance distribution as follows

βvar = faдд(β) =


∑T
t β(t , 1)∑T

t
∑F
f β(t , f )

, . . . ,

∑T
t β(t , F )∑T

t
∑F
f β(t , f )

 (4)

βtemp = faдд(β
T ) =


∑F
f β(1, f )∑T

t
∑F
f β(t , f )

, . . . ,

∑F
f β(T , f )∑T

t
∑F
f β(t , f )

 (5)

where the unified variable-wised attention vector follows

∑F
f βvar (f ) =

1, βvar (f ) ∈ [0, 1]; and the unified temporal-wise attention vector

follows

∑T
t βtemp (t) = 1, βtemp (t) ∈ [0, 1].

4.2 Optimization Algorithm
In our implementation, our proposed Dandelion framework is

trained with Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) until convergence

on the validation set. The optimization algorithm is summarized

in Algorithm 1. The inputs of Algorithm 1 include the observed

time series X = {X1,X2, . . . ,Xn }, the history data of the target

signal Y = {y1,y2, . . . ,yn }, the forecasting baseline model B(·),
the number of relevant historical time stamps T and the number of

training round R. The algorithm works as follows. We first pretrain

our proposed neural attention mechanism (Eq. 1) and compute the

attention vector βi for each time series observations Xi indepen-

dently. Then, Step 3 to Step 9 is the main body of the learning

process, which gradually explores the hierarchical domain knowl-

edge over the observations. In particular, at each layer l , we compute

the affinity matrix Al
regarding the task similarities. By determin-

ing the number of clusters (i.e, branches) based on Llc in Eq. 3, we
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Sector # of stocks Starting

time stamp

Ending

time stamp

Consumer Cyclical 90 5-6-2004 6-26-2018

Healthcare 105 5-3-2004 5-20-2018

Industrial 98 5-4-2004 6-27-2018

Technology 103 5-3-2004 6-25-2018

Table 2: Statistics of the stock data sets.

generate branches and assign similar tasks into the same branch.

The algorithm stops when the stopping criterion (e.g, maximum

running time, error rate lower bound) is satisfied and r > R.

5 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we evaluate the performance of our proposed model

Dandelion in terms of prediction accuracy, profitability and inter-

pretability for end users.

5.1 Experiment Setup
Data sets: We collect finance data, news, Google Trends

∗
and

weather data for 396 public US companies to evaluate the Dandelion
framework. The data origins from 90 companies from consumer

cyclical, 105 companies from healthcare, 98 companies from indus-

trial, and 103 companies from technology. The data ranges from

May 3, 2004 to June 27, 2018. Note that some companies have less

data due to short history.

The finance data includes historical quarterly revenue, consen-

sus, stock price and various of their derivatives. Revenue growth is

the key indicator of the valuation and profitability of a company

and a major input for long-term value-based investment strategy.

Revenue growth measures a company’s earning power and stock

performance. Large brokerage firms employ legions of stock ana-

lysts to publish forecast reports on companies’ earnings (revenue

minus expense) over the coming years. A few companies (e.g. Thom-

son Reuters) compile the estimates and compute the average or

median as consensus. The consensus number can be adjusted at any

time point before the actual revenue is announced. The historical

revenue and consensus estimate data is obtained from SEC
†
and

Yahoo! Finance, respectively. Due to the long tail distribution of

revenue growth, we set the target time series as revenue growth

minus consensus which is acknowledged as revenue surprise in

the investment communities. Note revenue surprise can be either

positive or negative. The daily historical and forecasted weather

data is collected from The Weather Company
‡
. The data includes

maximum, minimum, average values of temperature, wind, pres-

sure, precipitation and cloud. The weather data is aggregated when

a company has multiple locations using spatio statistics. The news

data includes the data used in [9] and The New York Times
§
. We

link each news article to a company as long as the company is

mentioned. We create a set of features from each news article using

∗
https://trends.google.com/trends/

†
https://www.sec.gov

‡
https://weather.com/

§
https://www.nytimes.com/

sentiment analysis, taxonomies, and document summarization tech-

niques. The Google Trend is extracted based on daily total number

of hits on company names, major products and executives. The

detailed feature engineering process is out the scope of this paper.

In summary, we simultaneously forecast the quarterly revenue

surprise (zero or near-zero mean) of the 396 companies at the daily

level before their revenue is announced using the up-to-date infor-

mation derived from finance, news, Google Trends and weather.

Despite revenue is published each quarter, daily forecast of rev-

enue surprise enable investors to adjust their portfolio granular for

return and risk analysis.

Comparison methods: We compare the proposed Dandelion
framework with following benchmark methods.

• ConEst: the Wall Street consensus estimates as discussed in the

previous part of this subsection.

• ARIMAX [17] : an Auto Regressive Integrated Moving Average

based method, which is a special case of vector auto-regression

in the context of time series forecasting.

•MVR [20]: amulti-view regression approach that uses canonical-

correlation analysis (CCA) to learn the consensus representation

and makes predictions via ridge regression.

• Bi-LSTM [33]: a bi-directional LSTM architecture, where the

input time series is fed in normal time order for one network, and

in reverse time order for another.

•MNA [41]: a neural attention network that is designed for de-

mand forecasting using multi-modality event data.

• Dandelion-M: a variation of our Dandelion framework, which

ignores the task heterogeneity and simply optimize model using

the objective function in Eq. 1.

• Dandelion-D: a variation of our Dandelion framework, which

ignores the data heterogeneity but adopts the hierarchical multi-

task learning mechanism. Compared with Dandelion, the multi-

modality consensus regularizer Lc is not included in the objective

function.

Repeatability: In our experiments, we let the hyper parameters

α = 0.5,γ = 1,η = 1. The experiments are performed on aWindows

machine with four 3.5GHz Intel Cores and 256GB RAM.

5.2 Prediction Performance
We compare the prediction accuracy based on the median absolute

deviation [43] (Med-abs) which is robust to outliers. We split the

data into train (80%) and test (20%) sequentially. Table 3 summarizes

the prediction performance on the test set across all the companies

as well as that by sectors (i.e, consumer cyclical, healthcare, indus-

trial, technology). From Table 3, we observe that (1) Dandelion and

its variations (i.e, Dandelion-M and Dandelion-D) reduce the Med-

abs errors of ConEst up to 11.9% across the four sectors of stocks.

(2) Dandelion and its variations (i.e, Dandelion-M and Dandelion-D)
achieve smaller Med-abs errors than all the benchmark methods

on each individual sector as well as the overall performance in-

cluding companies all the sectors. In particular, for the Technology

sector, Dandelion obtains 99% smaller Med-abs than ARIMAX, 97%

smaller than MVR, 98% smaller than Bi-LSTM, and 15% smaller

than MNA. Besides, we also perform a t-test of the Med-abs results

between the Dandelion and our best competitor ConEst on all the

stocks across all the 396 stocks. The p−value is 3.015e−19, which
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Methods Con. Cyc. Healthcare Indus. Tech. All

Industry Benchmark ConEst 0.01575 0.02247 0.01587 0.02133 0.01857

Regression

ARIMAX 1.22291 1.95461 1.28935 2.08068 1.55457

MVR 0.48691 0.48922 0.51235 0.57606 0.51599

Neural Networks

Bi-LSTM 0.93098 1.54184 0.97901 1.44376 1.19222

MNA 0.01692 0.02251 0.01695 0.02132 0.01960

Our Approaches

(v.s ConEst)

Dandelion 0.01430 (↓ 9.2%) 0.02119 (↓ 5.7%) 0.01560 (↓ 1.7%) 0.01883 (↓ 11.7%) 0.01731 (↓ 6.8%)

Dandelion-M 0.01582 (↑ 0.4%) 0.02173 (↓ 3.2%) 0.01579 (↓ 0.5%) 0.02032 (↓ 4.8%) 0.01806 (↓ 2.8%)

Dandelion-D 0.01387 (↓ 11.9%) 0.02127 (↓ 5.3%) 0.01567 (↓ 1.3%) 0.01970 (↓ 7.6%) 0.01753 (↓ 5.6%)

Table 3: Results of four sector companies. Dandelion and its variations (i.e, Dandelion-M, Dandelion-D) achieve smaller Med-
abs values than all benchmark methods on each individual sector as well as the overall performance. (The lower the better)

(a) Adobe (b) Akamai (c) WebMD Health

(d) Red Hat (e) Salesforce (f) PVH

Figure 3: Individual prediction performance of six companies over time. Dandelion consistently performs better than all other
methods in most of the time. (The lower the better)

suggest the improvement of Dandelion is statistically significant;

(3) Dandelion outperforms its two variations that either only mod-

els data heterogeneity (Dandelion-M) or task heterogeneity (Dan-
delion-D) in three out of four sectors. The superior performance

of Dandelion validates the effectiveness of jointly leveraging the

consistency of multi-modality time series and exploring the related-

ness of multuple tasks. Dandelion achieves slightly higher Med-abs

than Dandelion-D, but still smaller than other methods, in the con-

sumer cyclical sector. This might be due to the large variations of

companies within this sector which might introduce noise to the

multi-modality consensus regularizer. To further demonstrate the

performance of Dandelion, in Fig. 3, we present the individual fore-

casting results of selected companies (i.e, Adobe, Akamai, WebMD

Health, Red Hat, Salesforce, PVH) by quarter in the test period. We

can see that Dandelion consistently performs better than all other

methods in most of the time.

5.3 Profitability Performance
Taking the prediction results on revenue surprise in the previous

experiments, we evaluate the profitability performance based on

a simulated portfolio. Note for the sake of illustration, we choose

a simple way to construct the portfolio. To be specific, we select

the top K(0 < K ≤ 396) companies with the highest and positive
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Figure 4: Portfolio value across the testing period if starting
with $1. Dandelion outperforms all the benchmark portfo-
lios and increased more than 1.6 times in less than 3 years.
(The larger the better)

revenue surprise forecast at the beginning of the test period. We

set the weight of each asset proportionally to the revenue surprise

forecast as revenue surprise is positively correlated to future stock

price movement [19, 21]. Suppose the portfolio starts with a unitary

value and the weight of each asset is updated at the end of each

month during the test period based on the latest revenue surprise

forecast. We plot the portfolio value of all the methods but ARIMAX

over the test periods forK = 20 in Fig. 4. ARIMAX yields a portfolio

concentrates on very few assets and much more volatile than the

others which skews the figure’s scale. Fig. 4 shows that Dandelion
not only beats S&P 500 index but also yields the most total return

which is 1.6 times more than the original value during the test

period. For other K values, we observe the similar pattern but skip

the presentation due to space limitation. This validates the superior

performance of Dandelion in generating investment returns.

Taking one step further, we calculate the Sharpe ratio of the sim-

ulated portfolios. Sharpe ratio measures investment performance

adjusted by risk which is one of the most important characteris-

tics of a portfolio. Sharpe ratio usually falls within the range of 0

to 3, the larger the better. As shown in Tab. 4, Dandelion obtains

the highest Sharpe ratio values with respect to different K values.

During the same period, the Sharpe ratio of S&P 500 Index is 1.49.

Thus for most cases, Dandelion beats S&P 500 Index, but not any

other methods do. Following Dandelion, Dandelion-M and MVR get

the second and third largest Sharpe ratios given all K values. Both

approaches explicitly incorporate data heterogeneity. Dandelion-D:
adopts the hierarchical multi-task learning mechanism and obtains

the fourth largest Sharpe ratio. These results not only demonstrate

the superior performance of the Dandelion framework but also

the value of simultaneously accounting for the dual-heterogeneity

within the Dandelion framework.

Note that the portfolio construction adopted here is for demon-

stration purpose and hence relatively simple and should be further

optimized before utilized in real life trading. One example is missing

of transaction cost. Another example is that the score weighted

system could lead to concentrated portfolios. Actually, the big jump

observed in Fig. 4 around may 2018 in Dandelionis an example of

over-concentrated positions. However, even after remove these

obvious jumps, it is pretty straightforward to see that Dandelion
outperforms other methods.

5.4 Interpretation for End Users

 

(a) Attention heat map (the darker, the higher importance)

 

(b) Summary attention

Figure 5: Interpretation of Amgen.

Dandelion integrates a novel trinity attention mechanism, which

allows the end users to interpret prediction outputs with respect

to variable importance over three dimensions (i.e., tasks, modality

and time). To the best of our knowledge, there is little work unveil

such complex and fine-grained interpretation in the context of

multi-modality multi-task time series data. In this subsection, we

demonstrate interpretation capability provided by Dandelion using

case studies. For example, Fig. 5(a) shows the attention vectors of

Amgen
¶
, a company in the healthcare sector, during the test period.

In this attention map, the x-axis is the time, the y-axis is associated
with variables from multiple modalities, and the darker the color,

the larger the attention value, i.e. more important. This attention

heat map provides end users visualized explanation of the driven

variables to the prediction output over time, allowing end uses

to target on specific time and variables for further investigation.

The attention vectors can be aggregated along time or variable

dimensions to provide end users a higher level view via Eq. 4 and

Eq. 5, as shown in Fig. 5(b). In the case of Amgen, the summary

¶
https://www.amgen.com/
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Portfolio Size 10 20 30 40 50 60 All Positive

Dandelion 1.57 1.49 1.43 1.50 1.45 1.51 1.61
Dandelion-M 1.23 1.21 1.31 1.37 1.38 1.44 1.51

Dandelion-D 0.94 1.14 1.13 1.19 1.20 1.25 1.39

ARIMAX 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90

Bi-LSTM 0.95 1.02 1.04 1.06 1.09 1.10 1.12

MNA 0.33 0.39 0.50 0.55 0.58 0.62 0.85

MVR 1.08 1.22 1.24 1.27 1.27 1.26 1.29

Table 4: Sharpe ratios of the simulated portfolios under the strategies derived from the studied predictionmethods. Dandelion
yields the best portfolios across all different sizes. (The higher the better)

 

(a) Attention heat map (the darker, the higher importance)

 

(b) Summary attention

Figure 6: Interpretation of Total System Services.

attention explains the prediction output as follows: (1) the temporal

importance is increasing over time, which indicates the relevance

of data is higher when the time is closer to the forecasting time

stamp; (2) the finance variables play a central role for predicting

revenue surprise. Moreover, by comparing the attention heat maps

and summary attention of different companies in different domains,

it can guide end users to investigate the correlation and difference

between multiple tasks. For example, comparing Fig. 5 and Fig. 6,

we can see that the news modality is more important to Amgen

than to Total System Services. According to Bloomberg
∥
, during Jan

∥
https://www.bloomberg.com/

2015 to Jan 2019, the ratio between the average numbers of tweets

and daily news on Amgen is 1.44 (107/74) vs 0.43 (12/28) on Total

System Service. This implies that people are more interested in the

news related to Amgen than Total System Service and news has

more impact to the stock of Amgen than Total System Service. This

sheds lights on market analysis.

6 CONCLUSION
We have presented a novel neural attention based framework (Dan-
delion) for financial time series forecasting problem with both data

heterogeneity and task heterogeneity. To accommodate the model

explanation for end users, we propose the trinity attention mecha-

nism that provides the flexibility for users to investigate the variable

importance over three dimensions (i.e., tasks, modality and time).

We demonstrate the effectiveness of Dandelion in financial market

forecasting problem cross 396 real stocks from 4 different domains

over the past 15 years. Moreover, our model offers superior prof-

itability performance and descriptive capabilities in comparison to

the state-of-the-art methods.
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